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The category of Hilbert spaces

and bounded linear maps



Hilbert spaces

An inner product on a vector space encodes geometry.

‖x‖ =
√
〈x|x〉 cos θ =

〈x|y〉
‖x‖‖y‖

A Hilbert space is a vector space with a complete inner product.

Every n-dimensional (complex) Hilbert space is isomorphic to Cn with〈
(x1, x2, . . . , xn)

∣∣(y1, y2, . . . , yn)〉 = x̄1y1 + x̄2y2 + · · ·+ x̄nyn.

`2(N) =
{
(x1, x2, . . . ) ∈ CN

∣∣ |x1|2 + |x2|2 + · · · <∞}
with〈

(x1, x2, . . . )
∣∣(y1, y2, . . . )〉 = x̄1y1 + x̄2y2 + . . .
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Bounded linear maps

A map T : X → Y is bounded if there is a C > 0 such that

‖Tx‖ 6 C‖x‖.

A linear map is continuous if and only if it is bounded.

HilbK is the category of Hilbert spaces and bounded linear maps over K
where K is R, C or H.
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Adjoints

The adjoint of a bounded linear map T : X → Y is the unique bounded

linear map T† : Y → X such that

〈y|Tx〉 = 〈T†y|x〉.

The matrix of T† : Cm → Cn is the conjugate-transpose of the matrix of

T : Cn → Cm.
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Dagger categories

A dagger category is a category equipped with a choice of f † : Y → X for

each f : X → Y , such that

1† = 1, (gf )† = f †g†, (f †)† = f .

Examples include HilbR, HilbC and HilbH.
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Characterisation of HilbK

Theorem (Heunen–Kornell1, Tobin2)

A dagger category is equivalent to HilbR, HilbC or HilbH if and only if

• it has a zero object,

• it has binary dagger products,

• it has dagger equalisers,

• every dagger mono is normal,

• the wide subcategory of dagger monos has directed colimits, and

• it has a simple separator.

1Heunen and Kornell, “Axioms for the category of Hilbert spaces”.
2Tobin, “Characterisations for the category of Hilbert spaces”. 5



Dagger monos

A linear map f : X → Y is an isometry if ‖fx‖ = ‖x‖.

Isometries represent closed subspaces.

A morphism f : X → Y is dagger monic if f †f = 1.

A bounded linear map is an isometry if and only if it is dagger monic.
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Dagger kernels and equalisers

The kernel of a bounded linear map f : X → Y is the subspace

Ker f =
{
x ∈ X

∣∣ fx = 0
}
.

The restricted inner product makes Ker f a Hilbert space and the canonical

inclusion Ker f ↪→ X an isometry.

A dagger kernel/equaliser is a dagger monic kernel/equaliser.

Hilb has dagger kernels/equalisers.
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Dagger coproducts

The direct sum of X and Y is

X ⊕ Y =
{
(x, y)

∣∣ x ∈ X, y ∈ Y
}
,〈

(x, y)
∣∣(x′, y′)〉 = 〈x|x′〉+ 〈y|y′〉.

The injections

i1 : X → X ⊕ Y

x 7→ (x, 0)

X ⊕ Y ← Y : i2

(0, y)←[ y

are orthogonal isometries.

A dagger coproduct is a coproduct

whose injections are dagger monic

and pairwise orthogonal.

ij
†
ik =

1 if j = k,

0 if j 6= k.

Dagger coproducts are biproducts.

Hilb has finite dagger coproducts.
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Characterisations of HilbK and ModR

Theorem (Heunen–Kornell, Tobin)

A dagger category is equivalent to

HilbR, HilbC or HilbH if and only if

• it has a zero object,

• it has binary dagger products,

• it has dagger kernels,

• binary diagonals are normal,

• the subcategory of dagger

monos has directed colimits,

• it has a simple separator.

Theorem

A category is equivalent to

ModR for some ring R if and only if

• it has a zero object,

• it has binary products/coproducts,

• it has kernels/cokernels,

• all monos/epis are normal,

• it has small coproducts,

• it has a compact projective

separator.3

3See Freyd, “Abelian Categories”, p. 106. 9
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Rational dagger categories



Definition

A dagger category is rational if

• it has a zero object,

• it has binary dagger products,

• it has dagger kernels, and

• all ∆: X → X ⊕ X are normal.

A category is abelian if

• it has a zero object,

• it has binary products/coproducts,

• it has kernels/cokernels, and

• all monos/epis are normal.4

4See Borceux, Handbook of Categorical Algebra.
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Examples of rational dagger categories

• HilbK where K is R, C or H.

• For each W*-algebra A, the category of self-dual Hilbert A-modules

and bounded A-linear maps.

• For each partially semiordered involutive division ring R, the category

of finite-dimensional inner-product R-modules and R-linear maps.

• For each involutive division ring R that is formally complex and

quadratically closed, the category of R-valued matrices.
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Similar properties

Rational dagger category properties:

• monic if and only if zero kernel,

• (epi, dagger mono) factorisations,

• additive, so have finite dagger

biproducts and dagger equalisers,

• normal monos are pushout stable,

• pushouts along normal monos

are pullbacks.

Abelian category properties:

• monic if and only if zero kernel,

• (epi, mono) factorisations,

• additive, so have finite

biproducts and equalisers,

• monos are pushout stable,

• pushouts along monos are

pullbacks.
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Additivity

Theorem

In a semiadditive category, an object X is abelian if and only if

∇ : X ⊕ X → X is the cokernel of a split mono.

Let e : X ⊕ X → X ⊕ X be the induced idempotent. Then

(p1 + p2)e = 0 and fe = 0 =⇒ fi1 = fi2.

Observe that

(1+ p1ei2 + p2ei1)p1e = p1e+ p1ei2p1e+ p2ei1p1e+ p2ei2(p1 + p2)e

= p1e+ (p1 + p2)ei2p1e+ p2e(i1p1 + i2p2)e = p1e+ p2e
2 = 0.

Hence 1+ p1ei2 + p2ei1 = (1+ p1ei2 + p2ei1)p1i1 = (1+ p1ei2 + p2ei1)p1i2 = 0.
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Partial semiordering

Let C be a rational dagger category.

For each object A of C, define 6 on the self-adjoint endomorphisms of A by

a 6 b ⇐⇒ b− a = x†x for some x : A→ X.

Then 6 is a partial order with the following properties:

0 6 1, a 6 b =⇒ a+ c 6 b+ c, a 6 b =⇒ f †af 6 f †bf .

Each endohomset of C is thus a partially semiordered involutive ring.
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Isomorphisms

Theorem

In a rational dagger category, if a > 1 then a is invertible.5

Theorem

Rational dagger categories are uniquely enriched in the category of

rational vector spaces.

5Similar to Handelman, “Rings with involution as partially ordered abelian groups”,

Proposition 1.13.
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Orthogonal complements

The orthogonal complement of a mono m : A→ X is the dagger mono

m⊥ : X 	 A→ X defined by

m⊥ = kerm† = (cokerm)†.

Well-known properties of kernels and cokernels imply that

m⊥⊥⊥ = m⊥, 0⊥ = 1, 1⊥ = 0, m 6 n⊥ ⇐⇒ m⊥ 6 n.

Theorem

In a rational dagger category, if m : A→ X is dagger monic, then

(X,m,m⊥) is a dagger coproduct of A and X 	 A.
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Gram–Schmidt procedure

In a rational dagger category, for each biproduct(
Ak X

sk

rk

)n
k=1

,

the equations

t1 = s1 and tm+1 = sm+1 −
m∑
k=1

tk(tk
†tk)

−1tk
†sm+1.

define an orthogonal biproduct(
Ak X

tk

(tk
†tk)

−1tk
†

)n
k=1

where
⋃m

k=1 tk =
⋃m

k=1 sk for each m.
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Contact me at m.dimeglio@ed.ac.uk

RATIONAL DAGGER CATEGORIES

MATTHEW DI MEGLIO

Abstract.
The notion of abelian category is an elegant distilla

tion of the fundamental propertie
s

of the category of abelian groups, comprising a few simple axioms about products and kernels.

Whilst the categories of r
eal, complex, and quaternionic Hilbert spaces

and bounded linear maps

are not abelian, th
ey satisfy almost all of the axioms. Heunen’s noti

on of Hilbert cate
gory is an

attempt at adapting
the abelian-cat

egory axioms to capture instead
the essence of t

hese categories
of

Hilbert spaces
. The key idea is to encode adjoints with a dagger—an identity-on-ob

jects involutive

contravariant
endofunctor. O

ne limitation is the symmetric monoidal struct
ure, which is used to

construct addi
tive inverses of morphisms; such additional stru

cture is not needed for the analagous

result about ab
elian categories, and

it excludes non
-commutative examples like the dagger categor

y

of quaternioni
c Hilbert spaces

.

This article int
roduces the no

tion of rational dag
ger category—

a successor to the notion of Hilbert

category whose theory is closer to that of abelian
categories. In

particular, a monoidal produ
ct is

not required. T
hey are named for their enrich

ment in the category of rational vec
tor spaces. Whilst

the dagger categor
ies of real, com

plex, and quaternionic Hilbert spaces
are the motivating examples,

others include
the dagger catego

ries of finite-d
imensional inner

-product modules over a
partially

semiordered involutive division ring and of self-dual H
ilbert modules over a W*-algebra. Also

introduced are the notion of orthogonally
complemented dagger category, whos

e axioms capture the

connection between orthogonal com
plements and coproducts, an

d generalisations
of the notions of

dagger monomorphism and dagger product
, called dagger section

and orthogonal prod
uct, which play

an important role in the theory of both orthogonally complemented and rational dagge
r categories.
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DAGGER CATEGORIES AND THE COMPLEX NUMBERS:

AXIOMS FOR THE CATEGORY OF FINITE-DIMENSIONAL

HILBERT SPACES AND LINEAR CONTRACTIONS

MATTHEW DI MEGLIO AND CHRIS HEUNEN

Abstract. We characterise the category of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces

and linear contractions using simple category-theoretic axioms that do not

refer to norms, continuity, dimension, or real numbers. Our proof directly

relates limits in category theory to limits in analysis, using a new variant of

the classical characterisation of the real numbers instead of Solèr’s theorem.1. Introduction

The category Hilb of Hilbert spaces and bounded linear maps and the category

Con of Hilbert spaces and linear contractions were both recently characterised in

terms of simple category-theoretic structures and properties [6, 7]. For example,

the structure of a dagger encodes adjoints of linear maps. Remarkably, none of

these properties refer to analytic notions such as norms, continuity, dimension, real

numbers, convexity or probability. For mathematicians, these characterisations

give a surprisingly new perspective on Hilbert spaces—a well-studied structure in

functional analysis. For theoretical physicists, they provide further justification for

the category-theoretic approach to quantum mechanics [8].

In quantum computing and quantum information theory, the Hilbert spaces

of interest are typically finite dimensional. Counterintuitively, finding axioms for

categories with only finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces is more challenging than doing

so for categories with all Hilbert spaces. The issue is that the natural category-

theoretic way to encode analytic completeness of the scalar field is in terms of

directed colimits, but the existence of too many of these colimits also implies the

existence of objects corresponding to infinite-dimensional spaces. Until now, the

only known way to prove that the scalars are the real or complex numbers was to

construct such an infinite-dimensional object and then apply Solèr’s theorem [16].

Without such infinite-dimensional objects, a di↵erent approach is necessary.

An obvious way to bypass Solèr’s theorem is to directly appeal to the classical

characterisation of the reals as the unique Dedekind-complete Archimedean ordered

field, but it is unclear how to prove that the scalars have these specific properties.

DeMarr showed that the reals are also the unique partially ordered field with suprema

of bounded increasing sequences [1]. Defining and ordering positive scalars based on
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